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Presentation Notes
Our topics include new functions and features of DB2 10 for z/OS.Each release of DB2 provides new features and functions, we will look at those that impact your storage, CPU and processing time.These best-value-returned for the effort will make a significant impact on your migration and application processing.



 Unique and Non-Unique Indexes 
 Unique 
◦ Columns that make up the index – UNIQUE 

 Typically this is not ‘all’ the data you might 
need in an SQL statement 
◦ Additional data from the row is needed 

 A UNIQUE index, with ‘additional’ information 
could make it possible to have  
‘INDEX ONLY’ access for an SQL statement 
◦ Meaning DB2 does not access the data page 
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DB2 10 allows you to define additional non-key columns in a unique index.



 Prior Releases 
◦ Only columns used in the Unique constraint specified 

 Now DB2 10  
◦ Expands the index functionality in NFM  
◦ Adding the optional INCLUDE clause for 
    CREATE INDEX and ALTER INDEX statements  

 INCLUDE columns supported : 
ONLY  on Unique Indexes  
◦ Purpose of decreasing the index maintenance   
◦ Reducing physical storage required for additional 

indexes 
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 In DB2 9 
 

 CREATE UNIQUE INDEX CBI1 ON TB1 
(c1,c2,c3) ; 
/*   Unique Constraint /Primary Key  */ 
 

 CREATE UNIQUE INDEX CBI2 ON TB2 
(c1,c2,c3,c4,c5) ; 
/* Additional index used for Index Only */ 
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In order for you to have index-only access on columns that are not part of the unique constraint during queries, you need to create another index and endure the cost of more CPU time in INSERT/DELETE processing and increased storage and management costs.



 In DB2 10, use either: 
 

 CREATE UNIQUE INDEX CBI1 ON TB1 
(c1,c2,c3) INCLUDE (c4,c5) 

 or 
 ALTER INDEX CBI1 ADD INCLUDE (c4); 
 ALTER INDEX CBI1 ADD INCLUDE (c5); 
 and 
 DROP INDEX CBI2 
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The extra columns specified in the INCLUDE clause do not participate in the uniqueness constraint.Indexes that participate in referential integrity either by enforcing uniqueness of primary keys or referential integrity checking, can still use indexes with extra INCLUDE columns, but the extra columns are not used in referential integrity checking.



 By eliminating additional indexes  
◦ Cost of added overhead for maintaining and storing 

the additional indexes is reduced 
 ‘Open pageset lock’ and ‘Unlock’ of a table 

space would be eliminated by an index-only 
access 

 Other Tradeoffs? 
◦ What about activity on this index? 
◦ What about maintenance on this index? 
◦ How do we go about deciding ‘which’ columns to 

add? 
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The catalog column COLTYPE will show either UNIQUE or INCLUDE to identify the column type in the index.  NOTE:  Indexes with INCLUDEd columns cannot have additional unique columns ALTER ADDed to the index. The index needs to be dropped and recreated or created.Open pageset lock and unlock of table space in an index-only access is eliminated, which has a bigger impact with exploitation of INDEX INCLUDE to promote more index-only access.IBM preliminary measurements with two indexes defined versus one index with INCLUDE columns show 30% CPU reduction in INSERT with same query performance using the indexes. There is a trade-off in performance of INSERT or DELETE versus SELECT.Depending on how much bigger an INCLUDE index is, there can be a significant retrieval performance regression especially in an index-only access for having fewer number of indexes to benefit INSERT/DELETE performance.If you add a column to both the table and the index (using the INCLUDE clause) in the same unit of work, then the index is placed in advisory REORG-pending (AREO*) state. Otherwise, the index is placed in rebuild pending (RBDP) state or page set rebuild pending (PSRBD) state. Packages are not invalidated; however, a rebind or bind is strongly recommended.



 Dynamic SQL statement can possibly be 
shared with a cached statement rather than 
having a new statement added to the cache-  

 IF the only difference between the dynamic 
SQL statement and the cached statement is 
literal constants 
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 The copy also is shared among multiple 
threads as appropriate for the cache 
matching criteria  

 This happens if all other cache match criteria 
are the same 

 Saving space 
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This enhancement is provided by the new CONCENTRATES STATEMENTS WITH LITERALS clause that is within the ATTRIBUTES clause of the PREPARE SQLstatement. In prior versions, when a dynamic SQL statement references parameter markers (?) instead of literal constants, one copy of the dynamic SQL statement iscached. The copy also is shared among multiple threads as appropriate for the cache matching criteria. This happens if all other cache match criteria are the same.If a dynamic statement does not qualify to be inserted in the dynamic statement cache, a statement identifier is not generated for that statement. For example, dynamic DDL statements and the dynamic LOCK TABLE statement do not qualify for the dynamic statement cache. In Version 10, to help with problem determination and diagnostics, a predefined statement identifier with a value of 1 is reserved for dynamic DDL statements and the dynamic LOCK TABLE statement.



 In DB2 10 
◦ 5 to 10 times more concurrent threads in a single 

DB2 member 
◦ Focus on Concurrency comes up 

 Access to Currently Committed Data 
 BIND level parameter 
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Access to currently committed data:With five to 10 times more concurrent threads within a single DB2 member, DB2 10 focuses a significant amount of enhancements on application concurrency.DB2 10 provides an individual package option for managing concurrency within applications. This enhancement provides a DB2 package level BIND parameter to let you choose the way applications handle data concurrency situations. 



 Individual Package Option 
◦ Handle data concurrency situations 

 CURRENTACCESSRESOLUTION parameter with  
 USECURRENTLYCOMMITTED  
◦ Setting instructs the system to ignore rows that are in 

the process of being inserted and use only currently 
committed rows 

 WAITFOROUTCOME settings 
◦ Setting specifies that applicable scans must wait for a 

commit or rollback operation to complete when data 
is in the process of being updated or deleted  

◦ Rows that are in the process of being inserted are not 
skipped 
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DB2 10 now provides the following parameters and settings:DB2 10 introduces the CURRENTACCESSRESOLUTION parameter with the USECURRENTLYCOMMITTED and WAITFOROUTCOME settings. This parameter setting overrides the DB2 subsystem parameters of EVALUNC and SKIPUNCI and helps the application package quickly perform the desired concurrency action.The USECURRENTLYCOMMITTED setting instructs the system to ignore rows that are in the process of being inserted and use only currently committed rows. This clause is contingent on the package BIND isolation level settings being either Cursor Stability or Read Stability. The WAITFOROUTCOME setting specifies that applicable scans must wait for a commit or rollback operation to complete when data is in the process of being updated or deleted. Rows that are in the process of being inserted are not skipped.These different settings provide the application with the flexibility to handle highly concurrent web transactions, wait or use uncommitted data. These different parameter settings help provide the desired package level of concurrency and also provide capabilities that mimic some other database vendor’s application concurrency settings.



 DB2 10 provides an individual package option 
for managing concurrency within applications 
◦ This enhancement provides a DB2 package level 

BIND parameter to let you choose the way 
applications handle data concurrency situations 

 Helps the application package quickly 
perform the desired concurrency action 
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This parameter setting overrides the DB2 subsystem parameters of EVALUNC and SKIPUNCI .



 NEW application access path 
 Used when SQL has multiple ‘OR’ conditions 

when referencing the same index 
 Now scans the index only once 
◦ Usually application types using this type of 

processing are searching, scrolling  
◦ Eliminates a final sort of multiple index scans 
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Optimizer access path range-list index scan:DB2 10 offers a new application access path called range-list index scan. This access path improves SQL processing against an index when multiple WHERE clauses can all reference the same index. For example, when the SQL has multiple OR conditions that reference the same index, the optimizer now recognizes it and scans the index only once, maintaining the index order, instead of multiple index access that requires a final sort to reinstate order. Thisprocess cuts down the number of RID list entries for the processing, which can improve I/O and CPU performance.You can use this access path when all the SQL WHERE clauses with multiple OR statements reference the same table, every OR predicate has at least one matching predicate and is mapped to the same index. This type of SQL WHERE clause with multiple OR statements is typical for many types of applications, especially searching, scrolling, or pagination application processes.



 Cuts down the number of RID list entries for 
the processing,  

 Which can improve I/O and CPU 
performance 
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List prefetch improves index access:List prefetch is used more within DB2 10 to access index leaf and non-leaf pages. In previous versions of DB2, when the index became disorganized and had large gaps between non-leaf pages, accessing index entries through sequential reading of non-leaf pages became degraded by huge numbers of synchronous I/Os. DB2 10 improvements use non-leaf page information to perform a list prefetch of the leaf pages. This function eliminates most of the synchronous I/Os and the I/O waits that are associated to the large gaps in the non-leaf pages during the sequential read. This list prefetch processing especially helps long running queries that are dependent on non-leaf page access and also helps all the index-relatedutilities, such as partition-level REORG, REORG INDEX, CHECK INDEX, and RUNSTATS.



 RID Pool 
 Helps avoid the table space scan with its 

associated elapsed time, locking impact and 
performance overhead 

 Eliminates most of the synchronous I/O’s 
and the I/O waits that are associated to the 
large gaps in the non-leaf pages during the 
sequential read  
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 Contains the internal form of SQL statements 
that are contained in a package 
◦ Skeleton package 

 Part of the DB2 Directory 
 Where do they ‘RUN’ when loaded? 
◦ EDM Pool 
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EDM DBD pool Database descriptors 
EDM statement pool The cached dynamic SQL statements 
EDM skeleton pool Skeleton copies of plans (SKCTs) and 
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Presenter
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EDM skeleton pool An above-the-bar pool that contains skeleton package tables (SKPTs) and skeleton cursor tables (SKCTs) During the installation process, the DSNTINST CLIST calculates the sizes of the following types of storage: the EDM statement cachethe EDM DBD cachethe EDM skeleton pool



 DB2 10 NO SPT01 compression 
 DB2 10 restructures SPT01 to allow storing 

packages in LOBs 
 SPT01 is split into several pieces with the larger 

sections of each package stored in two LOBs 
 This greatly expands the number of packages of 

SPT01  
◦ However, it makes compression ineffective on packages 

because LOBs cannot be compressed  
◦ DB2 10 also moves SPT01 to the 32 KB buffer pool (from 

8K)  to further position towards additional improvements 
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The SPT01 table space is not compressed.The SPT01 table space in the directory database (DSNDB01) is a partition-by-growth table space. As in previous releases of DB2 for z/OS, this table space still has a maximum partition size of 64 GB, and the maximum number ofpartitions is set to 1. However, the DSNDB01.SPT01 table space uses CLOB and BLOB columns, providing more space for growth.



 Using LOBs columns  
◦ Provides more space for growth 
◦ Prevents compression (LOBs) 

 In the directory database in a  
◦ Partition-by-growth table space 

 Existing table DSNDB01.SPT01 
 Redefined in DB2 10 as SYSIBM.SPT01  
◦ Table is populated by the DSNTIJEN job 
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The SPT01 table space in the directory database (DSNDB01) is a partition-by-growth table space. As in previous releases of DB2 for z/OS, this table space still has a maximum partition size of 64 GB, and the maximum number of partitions is set to 1. However, the DSNDB01.SPT01 table space uses CLOB and BLOB columns, providing more space for growth.



 SPT01_INLINE_LENGTH subsystem parameter 
◦  Specifies the maximum length of LOB column data 

in the SPT01 directory table space that is to be 
maintained in the base table 
◦ NO Compression – LOBs (BLOBs & CLOBs) 
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The use of LOBs in the catalog relieves the limit of 64 GB per page set and overcomes the limit of 32 KB per row, as follows: DB2 10 relieves SPT01 package space problems. (SPT01 is still limited to 64 GB, but LOBs extend the space.)– When the DB2 system is in DB2 10 NFM, SPT01 is a partition-by-growth, DSSIZE 64 GB, MAXPART 1.– BLOB and CLOB columns are used for package data.



 SYSIBM.SYSPACKAGE and SYSIBM.SYSPLAN 
◦ NEW column 
◦ Identify obsolete packages to safely free 
◦ Maintained for triggers and stored procedures too! 
◦ As package header is requested from EDM, this 

data type column is filled out 
◦ IF you BIND(REPLACE) column is reset to default 

value of CURRENT DATE 
 Can be updated in DB2 10 Conversion Mode (CM) 
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In the past, it was difficult to identify old packages that are no longer executed and that are wasting space in the DB2 catalog. Space in the DB2 catalog, particularly SPT01, has become a concern for many in recent years, particularly as the SPT01 table spaces grows closer tothe old 2 GB limit and especially when plan stability is used.The common method in the past to identify obsolete packages which can safely be freed was to reconcile extracts from Accounting Summary reports or extracts from an accounting performance warehouse, with the DB2 catalog.DB2 10 now helps make this process easier. DB2 maintains a new column, LASTUSED, in table space SYSIBM.SYSPACKAGE and SYSIBM.SYSPLAN. The column is defined as a date type column that is filled out when the package header is requested from EDM. The column is also maintained for triggers and stored procedures. After BIND (REPLACE) this column is reset to the default value (CURRENT DATE). This column can be updated in DB2 10 conversion mode.



 Must REBIND in DB2 10 to get access path 
improvements 
◦ IBM documentation - 25% improvement  

 REBIND 
◦ Causes you to have heart burn or purple moment? 
◦ Afraid of commitment?  

 Might Need Vendor Software 
◦ PATHCHECKER 
◦ Identify access path changes for you 
◦ Usually you see 60-70%  of packages with no change 
◦ Those identified can save you!  
 That’s where you focus your time 
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 Because of these enhancements 
◦ BIND and REBIND processing is less likely to fail due 

to lack of space in the SYSIBM.SPT01 table space 
 Improved access path selection 
 Identify those packages in column LASTUSED 

than have not been used recently  
◦ Helps in the ‘clean-up’ the environment 
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Do not be too concerned with resizing your 32 KB buffer pool to support the move of SPT01 there, the buffer pool is only temporarily used to move package information into the EDMPOOL as packages are used, there should not be a big demand for these buffers.However, if you plan on doing massive amounts of BINDs or REBINDs, you need to consider increasing the size of the 32 KB buffer pool assigned to SPT01. This increase can be a temporary change, and after you have completed the BINDs or REBINDs, you can decrease the size of this 32 KB buffer pool.Enhancements such as plan stability and plan versioning have put further pressure on the size of SPT01.Users have come close to reaching the 64 GB size limit for SPT01. To prevent you from reaching this limit, DB2 9 provides the capability to turn on compression for SPT01 (APAR PK803751), which allows for increased headroom in SPT01.In DB2 10 you have the option to compress or not to compress SPT01. We now have a DSNZPARM for this,  COMPRESS_SPT01 in macro DSN6SPRM to specify this behavior. Valid values are YES and NO. In a data sharing environment, all members should use the same setting for the COMPRESS_SPT01 parameter. The default value is NO, which means that the SPT01 table space is not compressed.



 Support for Partition By Growth Table spaces 
in the WORKFILE database 
◦ WFDBSEP – YES/NO (Default) 
◦ Unconditional separation of table spaces in a work 

file database, based on their allocation attributes 
 MAXTEMPS_RID (ZPARM) 
◦ Amount of temporary work file space for a single 

RID List when RID Pool storage fills 
 In-Memory work file enhancement 
◦ More opportunity to use 
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Work file enhancements in Version 10 reduce the CPU time for workloads that execute queries that require the use of small work files, and improve scalability.Version 10 supports partition-by-growth table spaces in the WORKFILE database.In addition, Version 10 provides in-memory work file enhancements in the WORKFILE database, adding more opportunity to use in-memory work files thanin Version 9. In the WORKFILE database, DB2 supports simple predicate evaluation for work files.In addition, the records of work files that are created for joins and large sorts can span multiple pages to accommodate larger record lengths and larger sort key lengths for sort records. The maximum length of a work file record is 65529 bytes.WORKFILE database enhancements - Version 10 supports partition-by-growth table spaces in the WORKFILE database and provides in-memory work file enhancements in the WORKFILE database.   In the WORKFILE database, DB2 supports simple predicate evaluation for work files. MAX TEMP RIDS  -  This field corresponding to new DSNZPARM called MAXTEMPS_RID (in DSN6SPRM) determines the maximum amount of temporary storage in the work file database that a single RID list can use at a time. The work file storage is used for the RID list when the RID pool storage cannot be used to contain all the RIDs. In other words, when RID pool storage overflow occurs for a RID list, DB2 attempts to store the RID list in work file storage instead of falling back to a relational scan. This parameter specifies the maximum number of RIDs (measured in RID blocks) that DB2 is allowed to store in the work file. Ifthe maximum number of RIDs is exceeded, DB2 falls back to a relational scan.The DSNZPARM MAXTEMPS_RID does not affect RID list processing for pair-wise join.Acceptable values are NONE, NOLIMIT, or 1 to 329166 and the default is NOLIMIT.



 NEW Parameter in DSNZPARM - WFDBSEP 
 DSN6SPRM 

 YES  
◦ DB2 always directs DGTT (dynamic global temporary 

table) work only to DB2-managed (STOGROUP) work file 
table spaces defined with a non-zero SECQTY  

◦ WORKFILE work only to other work file table spaces  
 NO 
◦ Attempts to direct DGTT work to DB2-managed 

(STOGROUP) work file table spaces defined with a non-
zero SECQTY  

◦ WORKFILE work to any other work file table space   
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SEPARATE WORKFILESThis field corresponding to a new DSNZPARM called WFDBSEP (in DSN6SPRM)specifies whether DB2 should provide an unconditional separation of table spaces in awork file database based on their allocation attributes. Acceptable values are NO (default)and YES.If you specify YES, DB2 always directs DGTT work only to DB2-managed (STOGROUP) work file table spaces defined with a non-zero SECQTY and work file work only to other work file table spaces (DB2-managed table spaces defined with a zero SECQTY or user-managed table spaces). If no table space with the preferred allocation type is available, DB2 issues an error (message DSNT501I or SQLCODE -904).If you use the default NO, DB2 attempts to direct DGTT work to DB2-managed (STOGROUP) work file table spaces defined with a non-zero SECQTY and work file work to any other work file table space (DB2-managed table spaces defined with a zero SECQTY or user-managed table spaces). If no table space with the preferred allocation type is available, DB2 selects a table space with a non-preferred allocation type.



 DSNTIP9 INSTALL DB2 – WORK FILE DATABASE 
 ===> 
 Enter work file configuration options below: 
 1 TEMP 4K SPACE ===> 20        Amount of 4K-page work space (MB) 
 2 TEMP 4K TBL SPACES ===> 1  Number of table spaces for 4K-page data 
 3 TEMP 4K SEG SIZE ===> 16  Segment size of 4K-page table spaces 
 4 TEMP 32K SPACE ===> 20  Amount of 32K-page work space (MB) 
 5 TEMP 32K TBL SPACES ===> 1  Number of table spaces for 32K-page data 
 6 TEMP 32K SEG SIZE ===> 16  Segment size of 32K-page table spaces 
 7 MAX TEMP STG/AGENT ===> 0  Maximum MB of temp storage space 
 that can be used by a single agent 
 8 SEPARATE WORK FILES ===> NO Unconditionally separate DGTT work and 
 Work file work in different work file TSs based on their allocation attributes 

 
 9 MAX TEMP RIDS ===> NOLIMIT  Max RID blocks of temp storage space that 

can be used by a single RID list 
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 First - 
 This enhancements reduces the CPU time 

for workloads that execute queries that 
require the use of small work files 

 Span Multiple pages to accommodate large 
record and sort key lengths for sort records 

 Partition By Growth TS 
 Unconditional separation of TS in a work file 

data base 
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Records of work files that are created for joins and large sorts can span multiple pages to accommodate larger record lengths and larger sort key lengths for sort records.



 Second -  
 In-Memory Work Files 
◦ Helps workloads with queries that require the use 

of small work files to consume less CPU time 
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Memory work file enhancements for performanceThe in-memory work file enhancements are intended to provide performance improvements to help workloads with queries that require the use of small work files to consume less CPU time. These enhancements facilitate wider usage of the in-memory work files in the work file database by allowing simple predicate evaluation for work files. This support is intended to reduce the CPU time consumed by workloads that execute queries which require the use ofsmall work files.In DB2 9, the Real Time Statistics table SYSIBM.SYSTABLESTATS maintains the disk storage allocated information for each table space in the work file database by means of one row per table space. In DB2 10 for partition-by-growth table spaces in the work file database, there is one row for each partition of the table space.If you have programs to monitor total disk storage that is used for the work file database, you might need to change the programs to adapt to the partition-by-growth statistics. The DB2 10 data collected from the DB2 accounting trace class (1,2) and examination of the fields Accounting class 2 elapsed time and Accounting class 2 CPU time can be used for comparison with corresponding baseline data from prior releases.



 New DSNZPARM:  
 MAXTEMPS_RID (in DSN6SPRM)  
◦ Determines the maximum amount of temporary 

storage in the work file database that a single RID 
list can use at a time  
◦ The work file storage is used for the RID list when 

the RID pool storage cannot be used to contain all 
the RIDs 
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 DB2 9 RID List Processing 
◦ V9 RID Overflow can cause DB2 to Change the SQL 

access method to a table space scan 
 DB2 10 
◦ Now if RID Pool Resources are exhausted  
 RID list is written to Work File and processing 

continues 
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Optimizer no longer likely to change access path because of RID Pool overflows.DB2 10 also improves the handling of SQL statements that reference a large amount of data through list processing. This list processing uses a large number of record IDs (RIDs) and sometimes overflows the RID pool. In previous versions of DB2, the RID pool overflow caused DB2 to change the SQL access method to a table space scan. Now, when the RID pool resources are exhausted, the RID list is written to work file resources and processingcontinues. This improvement helps avoid the table space scan with its associated elapsed time, locking impact and performance overhead.



 Eliminates most of the  
◦ Synchronous I/O’s   
◦ I/O waits   
 Associated to the large gaps in the non-leaf pages 

during the sequential read 
 Avoids the Table Space Scan from lack of RID pool 

space 
 Time savings! 
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 Catalog is restructured in DB2 10 
◦ Reduce locking 

 All Links are removed in the catalog and 
directory – lock contention 

 Many table spaces use row-level locking 
 Partition-by-growth table spaces 
 ALL tables are in reordered-row format 
◦ This may take more explanation! 
◦ Initially only those that change/add 
◦ REORG  
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In Version 10, the DB2 catalog is restructured to reduce lock contention by removing all links in the catalog and directory.Some utilities that operated on links are no longer needed in Version 10 new-function mode. Whereas, other operations that you could not do on catalog tables that contained links are now possible in Version 10 new-function mode.In addition, each table in the following table spaces is moved to its own partition-by-growth table space in new-function mode: DSNDB06.SYSOBJ,DSNDB06.SYSDBASE, DSNDB06.SYSVIEWS, DSNDB06.SYSPLAN,DSNDB06.SYSPKAGE, DSNDB06.SYSDBAUT, DSNDB06.SYSGROUP,DSNDB01.DBD01, DSNDB01.SPT01, DSNDB01.SYSUTILX,SYSIBM.SYSDATABASE, SYSIBM.SYSDBAUTH, and SYSIBM.SYSPLANAUTH.Many table spaces use row-level locking, and all tables are in reordered-row format.



 Catalog and directory tables : Each table in the following table spaces is 
moved to its own partition-by-growth TS 

 TS in new-function mode: 
 – DSNDB06.SYSOBJ 
 – DSNDB06.SYSDBASE 
 – DSNDB06.SYSVIEWS 
 – DSNDB06.SYSPLAN 
 – DSNDB06.SYSPKAGE 
 – DSNDB06.SYSDBAUT 
 – DSNDB06.SYSGROUP 
 – DSNDB06.SYSALTER 
 – DSNDB06.SYSSEQ2 
 – DSNDB01.DBD01 
 – DSNDB01.SPT01 
 Each table space uses row-level locking, and all tables are in reordered-row 

format 
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 ROW level locking verses PAGE level locking 
 Reduce lock contention by removing all 

links in the catalog and directory 
◦ Concurrent BINDS and DDL processing 

 Utilities that operated on links are no longer 
needed in Version 10 new-function mode 

 Other operations that you could not do on 
catalog tables that contained links are now 
possible in Version 10 new-function mode 
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DB2 10 reduces catalog contention by eliminating catalog links and converting the catalog tables to use row level locking instead of page-level locking. This change, made available in new-function mode, reduces catalog contention dramatically during such events as concurrent DDL processing and BIND operations.The following SQL statements that update the catalog table spaces contend with each other when those statements are on the same table space: CREATE TABLESPACE, TABLE, and INDEX ALTER TABLESPACE, TABLE, INDEX DROP TABLESPACE, TABLE, and INDEX CREATE VIEW, SYNONYM, and ALIAS DROP VIEW and SYNONYM, and ALIAS COMMENT ON and LABEL ON GRANT and REVOKE of table privileges RENAME TABLE RENAME INDEX ALTER VIEWAlthough BIND and REBIND might take longer to process, they cause only minimalcontention.



 I am a DB2 10 - Happy Camper! 
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Thanks for coming to the presentation!If you would like a soft copy of the presentation, send me an  email.   judynall@cbi4you.comJudy NallComputer Business International, Inc.5190 Neil Road, Suite 430Reno, NV  89502www.cbi4you.com866.224.4968 Toll FreeCheck out Judy’s Book!DB2 9 System Administration for z/OS Certification Study Guide Exam 737
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